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Abstract

One of the tasks for semantic web is to integrate large amounts of current information in relational database, which behind Web into machine-understandable RDF data model to form a “web of data”. So relational database semantic query namely RDF access to relational database is an important issue in semantic web research. To realize the query is to build mapping relation between relational database schema and ontology. However, there is natural isomerism between them. The traditional method to eliminate the isomerism is to convert relational database schema into a similar ontology form and then to build all concepts and attributes mappings between conversion ontology and input ontology. This paper realized an on-demanding mapping method when users request query, avoided building all concepts and attributes mappings between conversion ontology and input ontology and improved mapping efficiency.
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1 Introduction

Relational database semantic query namely RDF [1] access to relational database is an important issue in semantic Web research. There are two access approaches: one is to build mapping between relational database schema and known ontology [2], the other is to issue or transform existing relation schema into RDF ontology [3, 4]. With the development of semantic Web, the number of ontology increases, thus we can make full use of existing known ontology to realize the RDF access to relational database that is the first access method is discussed in above. However, there is natural isomerism between relational database schema and ontology. The isomerism can be eliminated by converting relational database schema into similar ontology (we call the conversion ontology) and then building mapping between conversion ontology and input ontology (that is known ontology mentioned above). The basic graph pattern of input ontology SPARQL query reflects ontology classes and attributes that users need to query. This paper realized an on-demanding mapping method when users request query, avoided building all concepts and attributes mapping between conversion ontology and input ontology and improved mapping efficiency.

2 Relational database schema

Definition 1: A relational database schema can be described as $D = (N, attr, pk, fk, datatype)$, and is pentad, where name set $N = ET \cup RT \cup DT$ is a finite set composed of pairwise disjoint sets, including set $ET$ of entity relation name, set $RT$ of relationship relation name, and set $DT$ of data type name, each data type name is data type name predefined by RDBMS. For $\forall T \in ET \cup RT$, the $Rel(T)$ denotes the $T$ is a relational table.

In $\forall T \in ET \cup RT$, $T$ has a non-empty set of attributes $attr(T)$ and each attribute $A \in attr(T)$ has a relevant predefined data type $datatype(A) \in DT$ as its range, $datatype(*)$ denotes the predefined data type of “*”.

In $\forall T \in ET \cup RT$, $T$ has only a single attribute or attribute set determining its tuple, called primary key $pk(T)$ of $T$. If $pk(T) \in attr(T)$, $pk(T)$ is called as single primary key, while if $pk(T) \subseteq attr(T)$, $pk(T)$ is composite primary key.

In $\forall T \in ET \cup RT$, if there is relation attribute quotes the primary key $pk(G)$ of other entity relation $G \in ET$ in $T$, then this attribute is called foreign key, satisfying $fk(T,G) \subseteq attr(T)$ and:

$\text{value}(fk(T,G)) \subseteq \text{value}(pk(G)) \cup \{\text{null}\}$

$\text{value}(*)$ denotes the range of “*”, and “null” denotes null value. $T$ may have $n (n \geq 0)$ foreign keys.

3 Ontology and semantic modelling

An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization [5], which can be formalized as $O(C, R, F, A, I)$, where $C$ is the set of concepts/classes; $R$ is the set of relations over elements of $C$; $F$ is the set of functions; $A$ is a set of axioms; and $I$ is a set of instances.
Concepts can be used to describe anything, concrete or abstract. The ontology engineer analyzes relevant entities and organizes them into concepts. The backbone of ontology consists of a generalization/specialization hierarchy of concepts, i.e., taxonomy. Relations between concepts of a domain are a subset of the Cartesian product: \( C \times C \), which describe the relationships between two entities of the concepts in \( C \); Functions are special relations, which presents a functional property on pair entities. For example, \( \text{mother}(x, y) \) presents that \( x \) has a mother \( y \), so \( x\) determines \( y \), like a function: \( y = \text{mother}(x) \); \( A \) is a set of axioms which are tautology assertions; and \( I \) is a set if instances of the concepts in \( C \).

In the perspective of Semantic Web, the ontology can be used to model the knowledge about a specific domain, which requires a terminology to represent the concepts and the relations between these concepts. What’s more, these concepts and the relations are organized as a hierarchy form. Ontology provides the Semantic Web a formal model of domain knowledge, on which we can use some logic to inference. In Semantic Web, the logical foundation of ontology is the Description Logic (DL) [6].

Based on the concept of ontology, W3C recommends a set of specifications to model the information on the Web of data. RDF (Resource Description Framework) [1] is a lightweight ontology language, which originally designed as a metadata data model. RDF is based upon the idea of making statements about Web resources in the form of triple (subject, predicate, object) expressions. The subject denotes the resource, and the predicate denotes traits or aspects of the resource and expresses a relationship between the subject and the object. Therefore, RDF can be used to describe the entities and the relationships between these entities. However, RDF has limited weak semantics, and we need a rich-semantic ontology language. OWL (Web Ontology Language) [7] is another proposal which is recommended by W3C. OWL is designed for use by applications that need to process the content of information instead of just presenting information to humans. It can facilitate greater machine interpretability of Web content than that supported by RDF and RDFS by providing additional vocabulary along with a formal semantics. OWL has three increasingly-expressive sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full.

Semantic data modelled with OWL described in RDF is the foundation of Semantic Web applications, how to get the RDF data is an emergency question for many environments. So, lots of researchers have focused on the fields of mapping the existing traditional data to the RDF data [8]. W3C also recommends a language to map the relational data to RDF data, the R2RML (RDB to RDF Mapping Language) [9]. It can be used to express customized mappings from relational databases to RDF datasets. With R2RML, we can view existing relational data in the RDF data model. The target RDF data is modelled in an existing ontology and different distributed relational data can be mapped to the unified semantic data which implements a data integration application.

4 Relational database semantic query

Traditional database semantic query is as follows: First generating conversion ontology from relational database schema by semantic wrapper, then building mapping relation from input ontology to conversion ontology. So SPARQL query on input ontology can be transformed into conversion ontology according to the mapping relation. Lastly submitting conversion ontology to semantic wrapper for transforming into SQL query of relational database. The construction of semantic wrapper refers to the author’s previous work [10]. And the key function is to generate conversion ontology and rewrite from conversion query to SQL query and SQL query results transform into RDF data. Relational database semantic query is shown as Figure 1. This paper mainly describes mapping on query, so query results are not discussed here and there is no hint of query results in the graph. All these are realized in the author’s previous work [10].

5 SPARQL basic graph pattern

SPARQL is the query language of semantic Web and is matched on graph patterns. Complex graph patterns can be obtained by combining simple patterns. Combining methods include: 1. Basic graph pattern; 2. Group graph pattern; 3. Optional graph pattern; 4. Alternative graph pattern.

Definition 2: A SPARQL query graph pattern \( GP \) is defined as the following expression:

\[ GP \rightarrow TP \mid GP \: AND \: GP \mid GP \: OPTIONAL \: GP \mid GP \: UNION \: GP \mid GP \: FILTER \: exp \]

\( GP \: AND \: GP \) is namely group graph pattern, which could be the combination of any other graph patterns.
TP namely basic triple graph pattern, which could be the set consists of many RDF triples.

**GP OPTIONAL GP** stands for alternative graph pattern, the latter **GP** of which is the range of optional graph pattern.

**GP UNION GP** means that query graph pattern contains alternative graph pattern.

**GP FILTER exp** stands for value constraint, in which **exp** is the expression of value constraint.

Basic graph patterns (abbreviated to BGP) are sets of triple patterns. SPARQL graph pattern matching is defined in terms of combining the results from matching basic graph patterns. A sequence of triple patterns interrupted by a filter comprises a single basic graph pattern. Any graph pattern terminates a basic graph pattern [11].

Figure 2 shows the SPARQL query statement pattern, in which ?x, ?y and ?z respectively stand for instances of Class A, Class B and Class C. Class A has value property A1 and relationship property has B; Class B has value property B1 and B2 and relationship property has A and has C. Among them, A1 is value property variable with value constraint Exp(?A1); B2 is value property variable under OPTIONAL pattern; B1 is value property variable and takes the Value(B1); C1 is value property variable. From this SPARQL query statement pattern, it is known that this query covers basic graph pattern, optional graph pattern, value constraint and so on; for alternative graph pattern (UNION), its query rewriting result can be regarded as union of two SQL statements; SPARQL query statement of UNION graph pattern is not given.

```
PREFIX ex:<http://example.org/schemas/university#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
WHERE{
  ?x rdf:type ex:ClassA;
  ?ex:hasB ?y.
  ?y rdf:type ex:ClassB.
  ?y ex:hasA ?x.
  ?y ex:B1 Value(B1).
  OPTIONAL{
  ?y ex:hasC ?z.
  ?z rdf:type ex:ClassC.
  FILTER(?A1=constant)
}
```

**FIGURE 2** SPARQL query statement pattern

### 6 On-demanding mapping on query request

In addition to the above described SPARQL basic graph patterns that are composed of triples, ontology is also composed of triples. Inputting the basic graph patterns of ontology SPARQL query in relational database semantic query reflects ontology classes and attributes that users need to query. This chapter presents how to realize the on-demanding mapping method when users request query by examples to illustrate how to build the mapping between the basic graph patterns in SPARQL query and conversion ontology.

Assuming conversion ontology generated from relational database schema is shown as Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Graduate ontology](image-url)

**FIGURE 3** Graduate ontology

Figure 5 shows SPARQL query that users input into input ontology shown as Figure 4.

![Figure 4 Student ontology](image-url)

**FIGURE 4** Student ontology

```
PREFIX ex:<http://example.org/schemas/university#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
WHERE {?x rdf:type ex:Course.
  ?x ex:CourseNo ?cid.
  ?x ex:CourseName ?cname.
  ?x ex: Credit ?Credit.
  ?x ex: hasTeacherNo ?y.
  ?y rdf:type ex:Teacher.
  ?y ex:TeacherNo ?tid.
  ?y ex:hasCourseNo ?x.
  OPTIONAL{?y ex:Speciality ?specia.}
  FILTER(?Credit=3) }
```

**FIGURE 5** SPARQL query

The mapping relation between triples of basic and optional graph patterns and conversion ontology Graduate Ontology (as shown in Figure 3) is shown as Figure 6.

![Figure 6](image-url)


7 Conclusion

This paper describes an on-demanding method when users request query by building mapping between basic graph patterns in SPARQL query and conversion ontology. To compared with the method described in classic literature [2] of the first access approach in section 1, this method avoid constructing all concepts and properties mapping between input ontology and conversion ontology, thus the efficiency is obviously.

The match between basic graph pattern and conversion ontology is similar to directly regarding input ontology SPARQL query as query on conversion ontology. But this query term (class and attribute) is not an exact match and needs to establish matching relation by using lots of similarity calculation algorithm in existing mapping of basic graph patterns and terms on conversion ontology.

The on-demanding mapping method using basic graph patterns of SPARQL query statement in relational database semantic query avoided building all concepts and attributes mapping between conversion ontology and input ontology and undoubtedly improved query efficiency.
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